Abstract. order quantity forecasting in modern enterprise management occupies an important position, order quantity is influenced by many uncertain factors. this paper put forward a prediction method to predict the order quantity based on the combination of grey forecast and artificial neural network, the combination forecasting method can make full use of each single forecasting model, can better improve the prediction accuracy. The method is based on grey prediction model, using the advantages simple algorithm less data and BP neural network to nonlinear system prediction performance advantages, the use of BP nonlinear mapping of neural network combination forecast.
Introduction
About the order quantity forecasting has been a lot of research in this area, but many are using single forecasting method. Single prediction methods are not very high accuracy, for now the order quantity prediction, it is difficult to achieve accuracy requirements. Betes and Granger published" forecast" in an article that 2or more than 2 kinds of unbiased individual forecast combinations can be better than each single prediction results, so as to effectively improve the accuracy of prediction. The traditional combination forecasting using linear combination method, such as the gray prediction method, extrapolation technique and artificial neural network prediction method for the linear combination of three kinds of prediction. Prediction model for the optimal weights are determined by the least squares, the method based on gradient optimization principle, it is easy to fall into local minima, can not effectively overcome in the modelling of nonlinear and discontinuous, when various predictive value between real value and presented to the linear relations, using method of least squares to get the results will generate large deviation. Based on this, this paper presents a grey combination forecasting model of neural network.
Grey prediction model
Order quantity is restricted by many factors, such as market, competition, product quality and product life cycle stages and other factors. Therefore it is very difficult to grasp the various factors on the orders .In this respect, order quantity decision is a grey system, a lot of information is uncertain, we first use the grey prediction model ( GM ) to predict the next phase of the order quantity using past orders. A general modeling is the original data sequence to establish a differential equation, grey modeling is the use of original data sequence generation number after the establishment of differential equation.
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BP neural network prediction model
At present, in the applications of the artificial neural network, the vast majority of neural network models are used in the error back propagation learning algorithm of feedforward neural network. BP neural network algorithm is as follows: The guiding ideology of BP neural network is: correct network weights ( , ) ij li w T , and threshold ( ) θ , make difference function ( E ) drop along the negative gradient direction, Three layer of BP network nodes is represented as, input node: j x , implicit node i y , the output node l o , the weights of the network between the output node and hidden nodes ij w , the weights between hidden nodes and the output node li T , the desired output the of output node is l t , The basic calculation formula of BP algorithm is as follows: the hidden node output
Based on the gray GM (1.1) model and BP neural network combination forecast model
The paper combinate two forecasting methods advantages and build combination forecast model of the order quantity based on Grey Theory and neural network. Using neural networks to modified residuals of grey model part, use gray model to correct neural network prediction error. This model not only has advantages which GM (1.1) model grasp data uncertainty, but also the integration of artificial neural network in the prediction of field edge of uncertain factors, Avoid GM (1.1) model with exponential curve to simulate the instrument prediction, exponential curve is easy to occur the shortcomings such as the seasonal fluctuation is large, some accidental factor data fitting poor.
The order quantity based on grey neural network combination forecast model step: The first step:input historical data series of order amount The second step: predict the data series using grey model and neural network model The third step:select training samples Grey Optimal GM (1.1) model prediction value and pure neural network prediction value as a combination input, the actual order series as the output of the neural network, train neural network, determine the weights and threshold.
The fourth step:use the selected samples of the grey model prediction value and pure neural network predictive value as a combination input of the neural network, use the trained neural network training, the combination forecasting value.
Example
In this section, we use an example to validate the superiority of the combination forecasting model.We use the grey prediction method and pure neural network prediction method of combination forecast model as order quantity in the single prediction method, then the network input layer neuron number is determined as 2, after operation test, the number of hidden layer neurons was determined to be 4, the input layer neuron number is BP neural network learning sample is composed by input and output sample. The input samples is by orders of combination forecasting model selected two forecasting methods, combinate the various moments order quantity forecast ,constitute the input of BP neural network sample matrix. Set a company recently some items in order for ten months data constitute the input of BP neural network sample, will last ten months actual orders as the neural network output sample. According to the calculation method can get three kinds of prediction method and its relative error comparison results: In order to further test the combination forecasting result is good or bad, must develop a set of feasible evaluation index on combination forecasting effect for a full range of integrated measurement and evaluation. This paper adopts the following evaluation index. From the table we can see the results of the forecast analysis based on artificial neural network, nonlinear combination forecasting method can get better effect than the original single forecasting method, the error index are lower than the single forecasting error indicator, examples show the rationality and feasibility of the method to predict the order quantity.
Conclusion
Accurate prediction of order quantity can make enterprises in the fierce competition in the market to reduce the risk, can make the enterprise products occupy the market quickly. This paper attempts to use the gray forecasting model and the neural network prediction model of combination forecasting. Finally, through an example to illustrate the method can effectively improve the prediction accuracy, reduce the prediction error.. Based on the grey theory and neural network 's order volume combination forecasting model is proposed, extract the useful part of each single forecasting model, But implementation of the combination forecasting model is affected by many factors, how to improve the neural network's learning effect, determine the comprehensive prediction of nonlinear function and how to avoid every single forecasting model provides a valid information, are in need of further study. Moreover, the method for short-term prediction is more effective, high precision, but for long term prediction is not necessarily can achieve satisfactory results, this is the future in the study of combination forecasting to the direction of learning.
